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ABSTRACT
A range of preservation tools are available to homeowners and architectural
conservators caring for historic buildings with stone, guiding preservation treatment
choices for the material. These tools include historical research, material testing, and
comparison to other buildings where treatments have been tested on a similar stone. This
thesis seeks to establish a basic understanding of two stone types used in the construction
of buildings in an area of the oldest district in Charleston, South Carolina built prior to
1800. This study will utilize the basic preservation tools of research and material analysis
to create a catalogue of stone with both known and unknown origins. This is intended to
advance the general understanding of what stone, imported from what quarry, and used in
what applications are present in Charleston’s early building culture, to provide a set for
comparison for interested parties to learn more about the origin of stone found in their
buildings.
This study included a survey of exterior stone in Charleston used in buildings
dating prior to 1800. From this survey, several case studies were selected based on the
prominence and availability of historic resources. Physical analysis was conducted
including hardness, state of aggregation, rift and grain, and color. These basic properties
create a baseline for further research, as well as providing a quantifiable dataset for
comparison of samples that could not be determined through documented records.
Microscope slides were prepared when samples could be taken for testing while others
were tested in situ using non-destructive methods.
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The results of this thesis indicate that there is significantly more sandstone in
Charleston than limestone. Much of this stone is believed to be from subsequent
nineteenth century alterations. English Portland limestone is the oldest stone used in
Charleston, and Aquia Creek sandstone from Virginia is the earliest domestic stone used,
seen as early as 1788. The physical analysis serves as the beginning of a catalogue of
stone in Charleston to help determine the best preservation treatments for each type.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO BUILDING STONE
Stone is one of the most historic materials known to man. While the earth is
composed of numerous variations and different compositions, humans have always had
an innate connection to it. Natural rock formations served as early primitive huts and
backdrops for early artwork. Tools were developed and worked stone became a useful
resource for man. Stone was quickly adopted as a building material and used in many
early and enduring structures for its strength and availability such as the sandstone of the
Pyramids in Egypt, or Stonehenge in England. Michelangelo once said, “Ogni blocco di
pietra ha una statua dentro di sé ed è compito dello scultore scoprirla [Every block of
stone has a statue inside it and it is the task of the sculptor to discover it].” 1 In the case of
buildings, the architect is the sculptor and it is up to them to uncover the beauty of the
stone through their edifice.
When the new world was discovered, wood was used as the primary building
material due to the availability of trees and ease of construction, with stone used only
where it was readily available in close proximity to the building site. Early brick was
imported then later manufactured, as established settlements like Charleston began to
thrive and evolve into cities and fire safety was addressed. The earliest stone used in
Charleston was imported largely from England where it was a dominant building

This quote is attributed to Michelangelo, likely derived from one of his sonnets (Sonnet XIV Alla
Medesima or Sonnet XV The Lover and the Sculptor); John Addington Symonds, The Sonnets of Michael
Angelo Buonaroti. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1904) 15-17

1

1

material, bringing in Portland and Purbeck stones from the southern isles. Stone was first
used in America to build rubble walls and foundations with stones found while clearing
fields. Advances in technology allowed building stone to be quarried easier and on a
larger scale, increasing its use. This process evolved from splitting boulders to more
industrial methods for organized quarrying. This led to greater variety in stone types and
finishes through the Industrial Revolution and into the twentieth century when cast stone
began to dominate over natural stone applications for efficiency and cost.

Research Question
While not locally sourced, stone is still present in Charleston. This thesis traces
the origin of various sedimentary stones used in Charleston through a survey, historic
documents, and physical analysis where permitted. That is to answer the question of:
where in time and space does stone come into Charleston? Can the stone be traced back
to its origin (quarry or date)? Can physical properties of these stones be used to match an
unknown sample to a known sample?
To limit the scope, the time period is constrained to stone used in preRevolutionary (before 1800) buildings. This helps to pinpoint the origin of the know
types of sandstone without running into the overwhelming use of stone in the nineteenth
century, but also helps to establish the significance of early stone through its rarity. As
these are the earliest types of stone used in Charleston, their use signifies certain socioeconomic standing due to the nature of their work and attainability. Through discussions
with local professionals, sandstone, marble, and slate are believed to be the three most

2

predominate types of stone used in this time period and are the earliest stones used in
Charleston for building construction. Sedimentary stones of sandstone and limestone are
selected for study due to the nature of their use. They were typically used for smaller
elements such as ornament, sills, steps, hearths, and headers as these were more
transportable than blocks needed for larger structural uses, such as the granite lintels at
the Cathedral of St. Luke and St. Paul (126 Coming Street, 29403).
Records of building dates, material acquisitions, imports, bills of sale, and
building permits all provide documentation useful to dating materials that all would have
been imported, either domestically or foreign. These records help to answer the question
of when stone comes into Charleston.
The geology of specific regions and quarries leads to minor variations in the
stones obtained allowing them to be distinguished from one another. Physical analysis of
stones are compared to determine sources as a supplement to any historical records
found. Samples were prepared using both known stone types and unknown stone types
obtained from buildings where allowed. Photomicrographs were taken to make visual
comparisons in mineral composition and structure to allow for the most accurate
matching without a full elemental analysis. X-ray diffusion or spectrography can be used
during further investigation if accuracy is desired to be improved.
Stone is an uncommon building material in the south east United States
(especially in the coastal lowcountry of Charleston) due to the availability of wood and
clay for brick combined with the lack of regional stone. Tabby, an early conglomerate
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comprised of lime, sand, and oyster shells, served as a precursor to cast stone. Used as an
alternative to stone in the lowcountry, it dates back as far as the early eighteenth century,
such as seen at the St. Helena Chapel of Ease, one of the few remaining tabby structures
(Figure 1.1). 2 The stone that is present in Charleston is scarcely documented, leaving a
large gap in the history of construction. Early experimentation with local marl was
completed by 1782 at Wadboo Barony near Charleston, but did not last. It was in ruins
fifty years later. 3

Figure 1.1 St. Helena Chapel of Ease, looking northeast (by author)

The chapel of ease was built in the 1740s for planters in the St. Helena’s Island area.
Alice Huger Smith, The Dwelling Houses of Charleston, (Philadelphia: Lippincott Company, 1917), 342343

2
3
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By pinpointing the source, stone can be used as an identifier for preservationists
in Charleston, and serve as a beginning point for other southern cities. Without a specific
date, this study still serves to help with dating by identifying samples of stone in relation
to periods of construction and in relation to their period of use to better approximate the
date.
Knowing the source of stone provides other useful information such as what
materials are available and when. Charleston was largely wealthy in the early eighteenth
century due to the farming of crops such as rice and indigo and the slave trade that fueled
plantation crops. This abundance of wealth could have allowed some to afford the
importation of stone from England, possibly the Portland stone imported by Miles
Brewton and John Drayton, or possibly Charles Pinckney. The discovery of other early
stone can be used in comparison to these case studies to infer the wealth of the owner that
built the house, but also their cultural connections between Charleston, the rest of the
colonies, and England. Also in addition to the style of given elements, stone can be used
as an identifier for the intended grandiose of a building or the hierarchy of spaces.
The result of this investigation could serve as the groundwork to propose
conservation treatments for the stones based on their chemical and physical properties for
each locale. Where conservation of stone is required, this sourcing information can be
referenced to identify a best possible replacement stone if necessary. All stone weathers
differently, but a stone with the most similar properties should age similarly and provide
the closest match. This is important not only for visual continuity, but will also create a
much greater compatibility where a bad match could cause further deterioration.
5

Observing how the stone deteriorates in its natural location can also provide insight as to
how the stone may fail under certain conditions.
Tracing the origin of different types of stones contributes to the more complete
history and evolution of the building culture of Charleston. Where a stone comes from
and how it gets there is a complex history that offers a greater context of interpersonal
connections. Since stone is a material that is not local to Charleston, its importation can
serve as an indicator of the economy, what trade networks were active and who could
afford it. The potential for information that can be gathered from further anthropological
research can be seen in the previous thesis completed by Justin Schwebler in 2015. 4
Since Charleston is one of the largest and earliest ports, all stone arrived by ship.
However, the larger question is where the shipments came originated from, and at what
point did domestic quarries become more viable and overtake English sources?

History of Stone as a Building Material
Stone has been used as a natural building material since the beginning of
humanity as a primary means of shelter. Early man realized the need for protection from
the elements and sought refuge in natural rock formations such as ledges and caves. As
societies advanced and became more developed, rock was crafted into stone. 5 Stone is

Justin Schwebler, The Forgotten Stone: A History and Analysis of Bermuda Stone in Charleston, South
Carolina, (Clemson: Clemson University, 2015)
5
Mark A. Chacon, Architectural Stone: Fabrication, Installation, and Selection. (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., 1999), 3
4

6

summarized as including all rock that is mined or quarried, then used for construction of
buildings and roads, or for chemical, metallurgical, and agricultural purposes. 6 Quarrying
began as early as the Neolithic period when flint was mined from beds of calcium
carbonate, or chalk, to be used in creating fires. 7 The movement to quarrying of stone for
building coincided with the development of agriculture and the transition from more
transient societies to permanent settlements. Early structures were built from stone that
was sourced locally to the site of construction, yet there are still unexplained cases such
as Stonehenge where large stones were transported. 8 We are able to study these early
societies because of the choice to erect edifices with a material as durable as stone. 9
The use of stone as a building material has always been dictated by its physical
properties and its natural occurrence in large masses. Stone is naturally strong, resisting
the force of compression, being used in load bearing capacities where the weight of
elements above must be transmitted to the ground, such as in walls and columns.
Theophrastus, a Greek philosopher and successor of Aristotle, listed characteristics of
building stone that were known to make it desirable: it is found in large areas and made
up of whole layers, it can be extracted in whole blocks, it possesses a pleasing color and

Norman Herz, “Geological Sources of Building Stone.” Conservation of Historic Stone Buildings and
Monuments: Report of the Committee on Conservation of Historic Stone Buildings and Monuments.
(Washington D.C.: National Academy Press, 1982), 50
7
Peter Stanier, Stone Quarry Landscapes: The Industrial Archaeology of Quarrying. (Stroud: Tempus,
2000), 12
8
Stanier, 12
9
Chacon, 3
6
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other aesthetic features such as smoothness, and it is relatively hard (structurally
strong). 10
Over the last 42,000 years, the use and quarrying of stone has changed very little
with the exception of the technological advancements made into the twentieth century. 11
The Greeks and Romans could be considered the first great users of stone, splitting
locally available stone from existing outcroppings to build massive temples and the
aqueducts. Quarries were opened near building sites then were filled in upon completion
of the job. Stone as an industry slows under Saxon rule in what is today England, but
resurges in the Middle Ages with the need for larger community-centric structures. The
stone quarried and used from Bath and the isles near Dorset by Romans is still quarried
today. 12 Each of these cultures were influenced by stone, their availability influencing
their methods of construction and the lasting impression of their grand edifices.
The rapid advancements of technology have led to a greater change in the
industry over the last 60 years than in the previous 2,000 years of history. Manual
laboring and intuition of quarrymen has been replaced by learned geologists using
technology to increase the efficiency of the quarrying industry. Stone use has evolved
from dry-stacking rubblestone for buildings, to crushing stone for roads, Egyptian
monuments, Greek and Roman Temples, leading into ballast on ships. 13 Ballast thrown
off of ships at the wharves of the New World is possibly the beginning of stone used in

Herz, 50
Chacon, 4
12
Stanier, 12-13
13
Chacon, 5-8
10
11
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America, only predated by the field stone walls produced by Native Americans and early
settlers.
There is a strong focus in art and architectural history on Western Europe, and the
history of stone is no different. While other great empires throughout Asia, such as China
with the Great Wall, have also used stone, and such grand scales, we often focus on
western traditions because that is the culture from which our current tastes are derived.
Charleston in its use of stone is no different. While stone is not readily available in
Charleston, it is a staple of English architecture, and the familiarity in material supports
that it would be one of the earliest building materials used once the city begins to
develop. A familiarity in culture and in craftsmanship associated with stone would not
easily be forgotten, and would continue to be developed in the English colonies of the
New World.

American Use of Stone
Stone was an uncommon building material early in the development of the
American colonies. Early settlers felled timbers because they were less expensive and
more readily available. 14 The dense forests of the New World provided an immense
amount of trees to make logs, now most noticeably in the incredibly wide floorboards and
large framing members that survive in historic buildings. The associated costs with
obtaining stone and hiring skilled masons for construction was enough so that only the
14

George P. Merrill, Stones for Building and Decoration. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1891), 1

9

most expensive public and private structures could be made of stone. As wealth in the
colonies increased and trade was established, more people could afford to use stone in
applications such as steps, sills, and marble for fireplaces. 15 An alternative narrative by
George Merrill, one of the most prominent historians on stone claims it was because
colonists were “relatively poor with little taste for architectural display, even had their
wealth permitted its indulgence,” yet he conceded that as their “taste” improved that it
“could be gratified only in the employment of some less perishable material.” 16 As
settlements became more permanent, the architecture needed to follow suit as well.

Figure 1.2 Stone Wall at Old Manse, Concord, Massachusetts. (Photo by Robert Thorson, accessed via Atlas Obscura
at https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/new-england-stone-walls)

Harley J. McKee, Introduction to Early American Masonry: Stone, Brick, Mortar, and Plaster.
(Washington D.C.: The Preservation Press and Columbia University, 1973), 9
16
Merrill, Stones for Building and Decoration. 1
15

10

While Native Americans had been using stone for thousands of years, some of the
earliest European use of stone is in the New England area where stone is more abundant.
Early settlers of Massachusetts are thought to have quarried clayslates (shales or other
concreted sediments) near Boston for the purpose of grave markers and mile markers. 17
Dry stacking of found stones is seen across New England as divisions of property arise
with claims of land (Figure 1.2).
One of the first known stone buildings is in Boston. The house of Deacon John
Phillips was built around 1650 of local granite split from boulders, and lasted until
1864. 18 In Philadelphia, gneiss, a similar rock to granite, is abundant early on with the
first recorded use being an order from William Penn in 1682. It is used almost
exclusively until the 1840s. 19 While granite is used as early as the 1650s near Boston, it
isn’t until later into the nineteenth century that it begins to be used more widely,
transported by canal. 20 Boulders were split and sent to Savannah between 1818 and 1819
for use in the construction of the First Presbyterian Church. 21 It isn’t until the quarry in
Quincy, Massachusetts was opened in the 1820s for the construction of the Bunker Hill
Monument that the use becomes significant. 22 An earlier quarry was opened near
Haddam Neck, Connecticut in 1792, but for gneiss, not granite. Primary markets for
granite at the time were Rhode Island, Boston, New York, Albany, and Baltimore. 23

Ibid
Merrill, Stones for Building, 1-2
19
Ibid, 6
20
Ibid, 2
21
Ibid
22
Merrill, Stones for Building, 2
23
Ibid, 3
17
18
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Marble is one of the most popular imported stones, coming primarily from Italy
for use in mantels, hearths, and other decorative applications. It is also the next domestic
stone to be used in great scale, beginning with the opening of the quarry in New Milford,
Connecticut around 1800. 24 The Vermont marbles became more popular, dominating the
market by the 1850s. 25
Sandstone follows a similar pattern to marble, however quarrying begins much
earlier, with a quarry opening up soon after the founding of Middletown, Connecticut in
the late seventeenth century. 26 This site was used as a “free quarrying” site where anyone
was able to obtain stone, however this quickly proved problematic and as early as 1665,
restrictions were placed by Middletown:
“Whoever shall dig or raise stone at ye rocks on the east side of the
river (now Portland) for any without the town, the said digger shall
be none but an inhabitant of Middletown, and shall be responsible
to ye town twelve pence pr. tunn for every tunn of stones that he or
they shall digg for any person whosoever without the town… to be
paid in wheat and pease.” 27
The desirability for Connecticut brownstone created a high demand into the midnineteenth century, and these restrictions caused a monopoly that was held for nearly fifty
years. Approximately 4.3 million cubic feet were quarried, and with a fleet of thirty
vessels, was transported as far as Milwaukee and San Francisco. 28 With the closure of the

Ibid, 5
Ibid
26
Ibid, 7
27
Ibid
28
Merrill, Stones for Building, 8
24
25
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Portland Brownstone Quarries in 2012, Connecticut brownstone is now harder to come
by, thus more valuable. 29
Over time, more efficient techniques were needed to meet the increase in demand.
Early quarrying was very labor intensive, with workers using hammers and wedges (then
later plugs and feathers) to split the rock, then shaped into rough blocks for transport
through a process called scrappling. 30 Machinery such as cranes were introduced later
into the nineteenth century, leading to a decrease in employment in the industry around
1880. 31 Transportation by water continued to be most efficient, but the use of trains
allowed for transportation further inland where there were not rivers. 32
The following maps show the approximate locations of sandstone and limestone
quarries respectively, represented by the pick and shovel icon. Charleston’s location on
the map is designated by the red circle. The distance between them and Charleston is
notable, as well as their proximity to bodies of water for transportation. 33 The closest
being Aquia Creek sandstone, nearly 500 miles to the north, and the furthest being
Connecticut brownstone approximately 950 miles from Charleston are both sandstone
quarries. Limestone quarries were all approximately 630 miles by land, but even further
by water. Charleston is circled in red for juxtaposition.

Elizabeth Harris, “Bidding Farewell to a City’s Precious Stone,” The New York Times, (October 23,
2012)
30
Stanier, 25
31
Merrill, Stones for Building, 9
32
Stanier, 30
33
Maps made using ArcGIS Online with dates from Introduction to Early American Masonry: Stone,
Brick, Mortar, and Plaster by Harley McKee
29

13

Figure 1.3 Map showing approximate locations of pre-1800 sandstone quarries (by author using USGS basemap)

Figure 1.4 Map showing approximate locations of pre-1800 limestone quarries (by author using USGS basemap)
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Basic Geology and Geographic Concentration of Stone
Stone is rock that has been manipulated by man for a distinct reason. Stone is a
relatively brittle material that is better able to support heavy weights and resist the forces
of compression than wood. It is most effectively used in walls, arches, and columns
where the forces of compression are maximized, but can be used in limited spans as
beams or lintels. The majority of building stones fall under one of three categories:
crystalline siliceous rocks including granites and gneisses, calcareous rocks such as
limestones and dolomites, and the fragmental or clastic rocks including sandstone and
clayslates. 34 Crystalline siliceous rocks are formed as either igneous or metamorphic
rocks, created from cooled molten matter or metamorphosed sediments. The other two
are sedimentary, with calcareous rocks primarily formed as deposits of calcareous muds
from organic matter, and clastic rocks from the conglomeration of older rocks. 35
The distribution of these stones is uneven and dependent on geological formations
such as mountains, where rock is pushed through the crust of the earth to the surface. 36
Due to the nature of stone, transportation is fairly limited and stone is used close to the
source of its quarry for a long period of time. The geological availability of stone has
historically affected techniques of construction from it being used as building material
including structure, decorative detail, and overall aesthetics. 37 Masons and builders most
frequently used the most accessible stone that would satisfy their uses. The northeast was
Merrill, Stones for Building, 10-11
Ibid, 11
36
Ibid, 10
37
Herz, 49
34
35
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a glaciated area where boulders were proud from the earth or barely covered with earth,
or stones broken off of mountains by the process of erosion. Outcroppings of exposed
stone are also prevalent in this region, allowing for easy access. 38 The distribution of
stone in the United States is broken into five “lithological provinces,” or regions of stone
based on the geology and geography that control the types of stone in each region: the
Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain [1], the Appalachian Crystalline Province [2], the
Central-Interior Sedimentary Basins [3], the Lake Superior Crystalline Province [4], and
the Western Province [5], seen in the map on the following page (Figure 1.5). 39 Stones
ideal for building (strong, aesthetically pleasing, weathering resistant) are present in each
of the region except for the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain, where South Carolina falls. 40

McKee, Introduction to Early American Masonry, 12
Herz, 55
40
Herz, 49
38
39
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Figure 1.5 Map showing Lithographic Provinces (from Lawrence, 160)

Merrill explains this as nature balancing the land; there is not a strong concentration of
good stone, metals, or minerals in the southeast, but the region is compensated with soil
rich with nutrients washed down the continent making it ideal for agriculture. 41
Along the east coast of the United States, granite and similar rocks are found
close to the eastern edge of the Appalachian Mountains, with marble found along the
west. Limestone and sandstone are found more dispersed as they are less dependent on
lithographic formations and more a result of weathering, most frequently by sources of
water such as rivers. 42 Just over half (51%) of the total production of dimension stone

41
42

Merrill, Stones for Building, 13
McKee, 12
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was attributed to four states by 1980: Indiana for limestone, and Georgia, Vermont, and
New Hampshire for granite. By 1980, granite has become the most predominate building
stone, accounting for fifty percent of domestic production. The remaining top five in
order of volume were limestone, sandstone, slate, and marble. 43 It is worth mentioning
that this applies globally as geologic formations are similar worldwide. As per the scope,
the Isle of Dorset in the United Kingdom is the best known and widely used of British
building stones, and one of the most imported stones to the United States. 44

Herz, 49
British Geological Survey. Building Stone Resources of the United Kingdom, map. (British Geological
Survey, 2016)
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Figure 1.6 "Building Stone Resources of the United Kingdom,” British Geological Survey, 2016
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Properties of Building Stone
George Merrill, the predominate author on building stone in the nineteenth
century, outlines six basic material properties under which building stones can be
assessed: density and hardness, state of aggregation, structure, rift and grain, color, and
chemical composition. 45 These properties are the main considerations taken into account
for what makes a good building stone and can help to serve as identifiers during
comparative testing and determining best preservation treatment methods. Density is the
mass of the stone per a given volume, or weight in kilograms per cubic meter. The
density of a stone contributes to the implied strength and rate/amount of absorption. 46 A
denser stone will be stronger and allow for less permeation of water that can lead to
deterioration. Crystalline siliceous rocks are often the densest, especially those that have
been metamorphosed as the heat and pressure alter the structure. Hardness is the ability
of a stone to resist deformation or abrasion and is dependent on the hardness of its
minerals and state of aggregation. 47 The Mohs Hardness Scale developed by the German
mineralogist Frederick Mohs is universally accepted as the standard, rating the rock or
mineral on a scale of one through ten, comparing to the hardness of other minerals: 1talc, 2-gypsum, 3-calcite, 4-flourite, 5-apatite, 6-feldspar, 7-quartz, 8-topaz, 9-corundum,
and 10-diamond. 48 While feldspar is a softer mineral than quartz, granite (composed
primarily of feldspar) is harder than sandstones (primarily composed of quartz sand) due
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to its state of aggregation. State of aggregation is the ability for of the particles to adhere
to one another. Merrill describes three categories: flinty (fine grained and compact),
earthy (partially decomposed earth or loam), and friable (easily powders or crumbles
under tooling). 49 Flinty stones such as granite have the highest adhesion between
particles, making it an ideal building stone to support loads of compression. Earthy stones
such as marl have a very poor state of aggregation and easily deform under pressure.
These are most often loosely compressed soils, unlike friable stones that are denser, but
are not necessarily stronger. Friable stones such as sandstones or limestones have a wider
range of adhesion than the other two types. The stone itself can be hard, but due to the
nature of the composition, particles are easily broken off.
The structure of a stone is categorized as crystalline (granite, limestone), vitreous
(obsidian, pitchstone), or friable (sandstone) and is dependent on the form, size, and
arrangement of the component minerals. 50 Crystalline stones have a geometric
organization of bonding patterns between minerals. This creates the geometries of
crystals we see such as quartz, graphite, and salt. Vitreous stones have an amorphous
structural pattern that is similar to the geometry of a crystalline structure, but is irregular
in shape and size. This is why glasses diffract light significantly more than crystal.
Fragmental stones are a simpler typology and are easier to identify. As they are
composed of smaller rock fragments, the structure tends to be identifiable through the
manner in which they are created, like the bedding of sandstone.
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Rift and grain are properties that are most significant to sedimentary stones where
there are visible bedding layers. 51 The rift is parallel to the direction of the bedding and
the grain is perpendicular. This patterning is important to note during the quarrying
process as it allows the worker to best identify where the stone will break. It is easiest to
split a rock along the rift, and allows certain stones such as Sioux Falls quartz to be split
as easily as a granite or sandstone. 52 Some stone graining is desirable aesthetically. Fauxmarbling is a painting process used to replicate this more desirable face of stone as a
finish to non-stone surfaces, often as a show of wealth.
Color is a chemical property and is the other primary aesthetic property that is
used in the selection process of stone. The color of a stone depends on the mineral
composition and chemical composition of those minerals, mainly iron. The bonding of
iron to create oxides, sulphides and carbonites dictates the color. Oxides create the brown
or red hues seen in many sandstones while sulphides and carbonates create a blue or grey
hue. White is often representative of the lack of iron. Less iron-rich stones or stones
containing iron oxides will have a longer lasting color due to the corrosion patterns of
iron. Sulphides and carbonates will oxidize over time and lead to the greys turning into
yellowish hues. 53 The chemical composition affects the general weathering patterns in
addition to the patina a change in color can create. At the time of writing in 1891, Merrill
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acknowledges the issues of “acid gases” of cities and the problems of carbonate rich
stones such as marbles. 54

Sandstone
Sandstone is the most common sedimentary building stone, and is composed
primarily of silica. 55 ASTM defines sandstone as “a consolidated sand in which the grains
are composed chiefly of quartz and feldspar, of fragmental texture, and with various
interstitial cementing materials, including silica, iron oxides, calcite, or clay.” 56 These
components form the solid rock as they are compacted or cemented together under
pressure. 57 Applying Merrill’s properties, sandstone has a moderate density, hardness,
and state of aggregation. Sandstones are friable in structure through the sedimentary
nature of their formation, making them heavily impacted by the rift and grain that are
very significant in the construction process. Sandstones must be laid along their rifts for
optimal efficiency to compensate for their poor state of aggregation as they are
susceptible to weathering. Colors are typically grayish in hue and are determined
primarily by the binders. Stones with silica binders are lighter in color and tend to be
harder with very fine particles that creates dangerous dust. Carbonate binders are similar
in color but are much softer and weather less gracefully. Iron oxides create the red and
brown hues of brownstone and are typically composed of feldspar or mica, not quartz.
Merrill, Stones for Building, 41
McKee, 10
56
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57
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54
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This is likely due to the granite that their aggregate derives from. 58 Sandstone used
commercially consists almost entirely of quartz grains 0.0625mm to 2mm in diameter,
with various binders and are considerably permeable and porous. 59 This allows for the
stone to contain a considerable amount of water, making it easier to work, but more
susceptible to freeze-thaw cycles. This is why in the northern regions, it is quarried only
in the summer when there is no ice present. 60
Quarrying of sandstone is heavily impacted by its bedding. If the stones are too
large it is more expensive due to the need to split it into smaller blocks going against the
grain using hammers and wedges. Where possible, sandstones are quarried along their

Figure 1.7 Quarrying sandstone in Portland, Connecticut (from Merrill, Building Stones, 322)
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natural rifts or bedding as it is easiest. 61 Channeling machines are used to some extent but
the most common method was to drill holes and blow fissures with gunpowder, then
shape by hand using tools like picks and sledgehammers. Softer stones such as New York
bluestone didn’t require channeling.

Limestone
ASTM defines limestone as “a rock of sedimentary origin composed principally
of calcium carbonate (calcite) or the double carbonate of calcium and magnesium
(dolomite).” 62 Their textures vary greatly from being fairly uniform in grain to an
irregular conglomerate. A pure limestone would be composed exclusively of carbonate of
lime (calcium carbonate), but is not encountered in nature. All limestones contain a
different amount of other material either chemically combined or physically mixed. 63
These include carbonate of magnesia, carbonates and oxides of iron, silica, clay,
bituminous matter, mica, talc, and minerals of the hornblende or pyroxene group. Each
results in a different color in the rock. Yellows, pinks, and reds are indicative of iron
oxide, blue-grey, grey, and black are indicative of carbon matter from living organisms,
and green is indicative of talc. 64
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Limestone is formed naturally either through chemical deposits or by the
settlement and consolidation of calcareous remains of marine animals (containing
calcium carbonate, such as the shells of mollusks). It is likely that only a few limestones
are formed this way, but all are at least partially derived from chemical deposits. Bedding
is typically found stratified among rocks from all geological ages. 65 Limestone can be
divided into six primary classifications: crystalline, common compact, travertine,
fossiliferous, shell, and magnesian (dolomitic). 66
Crystalline limestone (marble) is composed of a granular aggregate of calcite
crystals, usually uniform in size in the same marble, but varying widely based on the
locality. 67 Compact common limestone has a fine-grained crystalline aggregate,
appearing homogenous and amorphous to the eye. Types of this include: bituminous
limestone containing considerate amount of bitumen that gives off scent of petroleum
when broken into, hydraulic limestone containing ten percent or more silica, and usually
some alumina (this is slaked to make hydraulic lime that sets under water), oolithic
limestone made of small, rounded sedimentary grains cemented together, its name
derived from the Greek word for egg with the particles’ resemblance to roe. Travertine
comes from a deposit from running freshwater, such as rivers and streams. Fossiliferous
limestone is made up wholly or in part of the fossil remains of marine animals. Shell
limestones are made up of shells, such as coquina. Magnesian limestones (dolomitic)
contain ten to fifty percent carbonate of magnesia and has similar variations to other
Ibid
Merrill, Stones for Building, 80
67
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limestones. 68 Dolomite is often viewed as a limestone due to the concentration of calcite,
however it is compositionally 50% or more magnesium carbonate. It can be distinguished
from typical limestones by its increased hardness (3.5-4.5) and specific gravity (2.82.95). It is also less soluble in muriatic acid (diluted hydrochloric acid) than typical
limestones due to the lower compositional mass of calcite.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW ON SOURCING STONE
Building stones and their sources have been fairly well documented in states such
as Pennsylvania and Ohio where stone is more abundant. These are in reports compiled
by state geological surveys specifically on building stones. 69 Maryland, Vermont, and
Virginia also have geologic reports, but are not exclusively on building stone. 70 Almost
every source is dated to the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries, with the
exclusion of the “Strategic Stone Study” compiled over the last several years by the
British Geologic Survey and English Heritage. This was started as a response to a report
published in 2004 in England by the then Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, now the
Department for Communities and Local Government. 71 While it is the most recent at the
time of writing, it is also the most comprehensive with clear set goals similar to this
thesis. Building Stones of Our Nation’s Capital by the United States Geological Survey is
also more recent (1975) than the individual state reports with a similar goal. 72 Restricted
to Charleston, the only literature discovered on stone is a previous thesis written by Justin
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Schwebler in 2015 on the history and significance of Bermuda stone. 73 Closest in
geography, it has a different scope from this thesis, focusing on one specific stone.
Justin Schwebler’s thesis from 2015 is the closest in location as it is the only other
discovered literature that focuses on stone in Charleston exclusively. The scope of his
research is limited to one stone type, Bermuda stone, a type of sedimentary stone similar
to Spanish coquina used in Florida. The limited focus allowed for a deeper investigation
into the stone itself. While it is a known building stone, the historical context had not
been as thoroughly researched as brownstone or marble, likely because its use is not as
widespread as these other types of stone. Having the known historic context of
sandstones, the research undertaken here will have a greater devotion in effort to the
when and where. Similar to Schwebler, this information will hopefully lead to a proposed
period of significance for each type of stone and an answer to why they are used and by
whom. 74
The state geologic reports were all done individually, most of which were
completed between 1880 and 1940, and most were completed after receiving requests for
information on the industries, possibly in response to the national report from 1880 and
as a response to the use. 75 Of the states where stone is most commonly seen, four out of
six have reports. There was no report found for Connecticut, a very large producer of
brownstone. In South Carolina, state geological reports are not examined because there is
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not a distinctive building stone with the exception of marbles that fall outside of the
scope.
The study in Pennsylvania completed by Ralph Stone was completed in 1932.
Even at that time, the author acknowledges that the data is out of date by at least 25
years. 76 Stone writes that the goal for the report was, “to satisfy requests for information
as to where stone of a certain kind or for a specific purpose occurs or can be obtained,
and to cite buildings in which the stone has been used, together with evidence as to its
durability.” 77 The desired result is in alignment with the desired outcome of this research,
however for the purpose of plausibility in the allotted time, the last portion has been
dropped and the scope is limited to one specific type of stone.
The Maryland report is written by George Merrill, a name that appears quite
frequently with the topic of building stone, contributing to other reports, such as the 1880
US report. 78 This state report follows a similar organization to that of his book, Stones for
Building and Decoration, beginning with basic geology and properties of stone. There is
a strong consideration for the industry of stone with a discussion on the history and
technological advancements of the industry. Comparisons to other states and studies in
conjunction with the production statistics provides good context for the state of the
industry and for a comparison of stone exportation. 79
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Ohio published their report in 1915 written by the state geologist, J.A.
Bownocker. It was similarly written as a response to requests for information but has a
focus on the geological locations of the stones with mentions of their use in buildings. 80
Interestingly, there was an added intention to dispel rumors of gold in the region to help
protect land rights. 81 Bownocker states that all building stone that comes from Ohio is of
sedimentary origin as either sandstone or limestone. 82 If stone is discovered to be of Ohio
origin, it should be fairly easy to link it to a quarry, however there is not likely a large
amount expected to be shipped to Charleston due to the complexity of transportation in
comparison to shipping it from along the coast.
The report produced by Vermont varies from the previous as it is a general
geological report with no specific section devoted to building stones. The most
information discerned is a mention of some stones such as Black Mountain granite as
good for building. 83 The Virginia bulletin falls somewhere in between as it is about the
location and use of dimension stone. It is not intended to be comprehensive, but features
of interest that are visible from the right of way. 84
Building Stones of Our Nation’s Capital was produced by the United States
Geological Survey in 1975 as an “earth science educational tool” and “aid in
understanding the history and physical development of Washington [D.C].” 85 After an
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introduction to geology, the history of stones used such as Seneca Creek and Aquia Creek
sandstones leads to a discussion of their sources and appearances. 86 The bulk of the
publication is a walking tour of entries that include the name, location, stone type, and
remarks, accompanied by a map displaying the location. 87 The 1880 Census report was
undertaken to compile full reports on quarries operating in the United States with a
collection of samples taken from each, completed by Dr. George Hawkins from the
National Museum. His health failing him, the report was finished by F.W. Sperr and
Thomas Kelly after him. 88 The death of Hawkins led to a shift from a more lithographic
analysis, as would more desirable, to a more economic report. 89 Hawkins’s analysis was
completed by George Merrill and Fred Dewey working for the Smithsonian Institution,
but abbreviated to put in the introduction. 90 A vast amount of this information is included
in Merrill’s work Stones for Building and Decoration.
The National Center for Preservation Technology and Training is currently in the
process of creating an online resource for the identification and cataloguing of stone
through the National Park Service. 91 While in its early stages, the goal for this service is
to provide a database for building stone in the United States for the use of
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preservationists across the country. This serves as a model for the latter research of this
thesis, beginning to create a similar catalogue for the Charleston area.
Historic England and the British Geological Survey compiled their Strategic
Stone Study between 2004 and 2018 working with local geologists and architectural
historians from each of the 35 counties to create their stone atlases. Their study serves as
a model for this thesis research, using the information to promote best conservation
practices. 92 They frame their mission:
For conservation work it is important to obtain stone that
matches the original, not only in appearance, but also in
terms of mineral composition, porosity, and permeability. If
not, the new stone will be a poor visual match and could
hasten the weathering and decay of the adjacent stone.
Awareness of possible sources of matching stone is
therefore vital. 93
The intended result of this research is similar, that once the sources of stone in Charleston
have been identified, repairs and replacements can be more effectively carried out.
The methodologies used to collect research are all fairly standard, most of which
using geological reports prepared by state geological surveys to compile information. 94
Without the extensive geological reports that other states have, historical sources will
likely have to be the primary literary examination for this thesis. Archival research is
arguably more accurate than studies using visual analysis for identification as it also
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hopefully includes dates. However, the reports compiled by state geologists would be
more accurate through their physical and chemical analyses deemed too complex for the
scope.
State geological surveys make up the majority of research for the state and federal
reports. Pennsylvania is arranged by county for convenience and is compiled from maps
published by the state geological survey and from private notes. 95 Merrill’s vast
collection of information is combined with state and federal surveys to create the
Maryland report. 96 Bownocker uses photos recorded of quarries and buildings to
supplement the investigation of geological reports in Ohio. 97 The 1880 census compiles
data taken from reports of each state. Building Stones of Our Nation’s Capital does not
indicate a specific methodology, but it is inferred that geological reports (both state and
federal) are referenced with census information. The Strategic Stone Study was
completed with a combination of historical research and investigation in the field
representing a range of structures “from castles and cathedrals to houses and cottages,
boundary walls, roofs, bridges, kerbs [curbs], and paving.” 98
The literature is fairly comprehensive for each, matching the goals laid out in their
introductions. Justin Schwebler was able to discern that Bermuda stone begins to be
imported during the seventeenth century with more widespread use in the eighteenth
century. 99 The presentation of information from state reports is the same, each beginning
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with a brief overview of stone, including different types, properties, and
characteristics. 100 Pennsylvania’s division into counties makes it easier to find a location,
but less effective if there is an unknown stone. Each county is followed by a list of
prominent stone buildings in each using the specified stone. Merrill’s Maryland report
includes more technical information including quarrying methods and techniques before
the breakdown of stone by type, divided into geographical distribution. Limited to the
two types laid out, Bownocker characterizes the findings into limestones that are suitable
for building and sandstones that are suitable for building. The nature of the Vermont and
Virginia reports are more geologic classifications with less emphasis on the connection to
the building culture.
The walking tour produced in Building Stones of Our Nation’s Capital is an
effective presentation in alignment with their goals, but would not be effective for this
thesis. The basic geology is laid out with historic uses and sources for stone in the D.C.
area. The stones identified are presented as a list with geological descriptions and where
each could come from. 101 The 1880 federal report goes state by state then separates the
stone types within each state. After the identification of stones, cities with prominent
stone construction are listed with stones used or locally accessible. Unfortunately
Charleston, South Carolina is not listed. 102
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The Strategic Stone Study has a similar outcome, but with much more up to date
information. Historic England began with the most significant stones from each county
and identified the original source of the stone if it was possible. 103 These locations are
mapped for a graphic representation. 104 The intention was that when repairs are needed,
the sources mapped can serve as a reference for conservationists to refer to, but also so
that new construction can use the same sources to help maintain the character of a place.
Each county atlas includes the known building stones used within that county and
representative buildings that use those stones. Quarries are included where present as
well. 105
The comprehensive study completed by Historic England and the British
Geological Survey most accurately represents the desired outcome of this research. Since
there is no significant amount of research on the use and sourcing of stone in Charleston,
this study seeks to fill that void in information. A study at the scale of the Strategic Stone
Study in England, while desirable, is not plausible. Sedimentary stone is a beginning that
will hopefully be expanded upon. The states that have compiled reports will contribute to
this research as stone is imported into Charleston. The transportation of stone between
states ideally have surfaced during this investigation to connect the existing research,
creating a timeline of events for when these stones travel further south, specifically into
South Carolina and Charleston.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
To determine the sources for stone in Charleston, examples of its use must first be
located and identified. A broad survey was conducted to observe buildings that were built
before 1800 and still exist. From this sample, buildings with sedimentary stone were
recorded and mapped. A smaller sample was selected as case studies to perform more
detailed research, including both historical and physical data. A variable that was strongly
considered is the transformation of buildings over time, and that some stone may have
been added post construction at a later date.
Pre-1800 was chosen as the time period of study first and foremost as an attempt
to discover the earliest types and uses of sandstone and limestone in Charleston. It was
hypothesized that Portland limestone from England was likely one of the oldest of these
types, and is seen predominately in pre-1800 buildings. Another justification for the
selection of this time period was to intentionally limit the sample size. It is known from
observations that buildings built after 1800 and later into the nineteenth century have
significantly more stone and would provide an overwhelming amount of data to analyze.
This study is intended to serve as a beginning for similar research, to later be expanded
on as detailed in the “Continuing Research” section at the end of this thesis.
The general survey covered the most historic area of Charleston, including what
was the boundary of the Walled City. This area was the south east corner of the
Charleston peninsula, bounded by Legare Street and Archdale Street to the west,
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Cumberland Street to the north, and the Cooper River to the south and east. While
various fires have destroyed portions of this historic area, many early buildings remain.
Buildings that were constructed prior to 1800 made up the sample for this survey, using
sources available to determine their age. Jonathan Poston’s 1997 book, Buildings of
Charleston served as a starting point. 106 The list of Preservation Society of Charleston
Carolopolis awards from Christopher Tenny’s 2019 thesis also features a large list of
early buildings with the date of construction as well as recorded dates of alterations. 107
Resources from the office of Richard Marks Restorations were consulted for determining
dates. Charleston County GIS parcel data was accessed online to verify dates as well. The
Esri application Survey 123 was used to produce and conduct the survey; the type of
stone was recorded with a brief description of where on the building it is present.
Photographs of the stone were taken at the time of surveying and a map was generated
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with each building surveyed geolocated to an ArcGIS Online map. The survey area is
noted by the green polygon on the following map (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Map showing survey area (by author using USGS basemap)

From the survey, a smaller sample of case study buildings were selected to
conduct more in-depth historical and physical research. These were selected based on the
prominence of stone, accessibility to the building, and the availability of information.
Buildings with limited amounts of stone and historic resources are less likely to
contribute effectively to this study. The Old Exchange (122 East Bay St, 29401) and
Charleston County Courthouse (84 Broad St, 29401) are prominent buildings that were
likely to have a significant amount of information available and were chosen as case
studies. Drayton Hall (3380 Ashley River Rd, 29414) lies outside of the scope, but was
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chosen as a case study as well because of its significance and use of stone. Research on
stone as a building material became the primary investigation to provide a deeper context.
Dates from this historic research contributed to the greater timeline of stone in Charleston
and began to frame the larger time period of stone’s use.
Historical research was the primary method of examining the case studies to
determine the dates of construction and alterations, and ideally a written record of where
the stone came from. Written historical documentation, where found, provided
significantly more accurate and precise dates as opposed to the survey where periods of
construction were not always clear. Local archives and collections as well as public
records were accessed in hopes that they would contain this information. The Margaretta
Childs Archives at Historic Charleston Foundation has a collection of written building
histories and related information in vertical files. The South Carolina Historical Society
archives in Addlestone Library at the College of Charleston contains property vertical
files and personal records and correspondence that were searched by building owner.
Public records from Charleston County and the City of Charleston were accessed both
online and in their respective offices, including city yearbooks, tax records, and permits.
The South Carolina Room at the Charleston County Public Library has a collection of
local historic information both readily accessible and in their archives. Historic
newspapers are also available online via the Charleston County Public Library and were
searched for importation records and advertisements involving stone for these three case
studies and the two types of stone.
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Case studies where samples were taken or were accessible for photomicrographs
and non-destructive testing were used for testing to create a library of known samples and
their properties to make comparisons for unknowns where historical research may not
prove fruitful. Eight samples in total were taken, one each from Drayton Hall, Charleston
County Courthouse, the Fireproof Building (100 Meeting St, 29401), Market Hall (188
Meeting St, 29401), and St. Matthew’s Lutheran Church (405 King St, 29403). The
Fireproof Building and Market Hall are both outside the chronological scope, but are
within the geographic scope and are included for comparison and for their stone and
attainable access to material. St. Matthew’s is within neither geographical nor
chronological scope. But was included as a sample for comparison since it is believed to
be of a unique stone type not used in any other case study. Where possible, samples were
taken from larger pieces of stone using a small battery powered grinder with a diamond
blade. Samples were prepared using equipment provided by Richard Marks Restorations
to cut samples and set them on slides with epoxy. However, these are not thin sections
typical in the field of geology and were prepared by the author and Richard Marks in the
conservation lab available through Clemson University and the College of Charleston, as
well as in the shop of Richard Marks Restorations Inc. Non-destructive testing methods
were used for these and in-situ stones where samples cannot be taken. Testing was
conducted to address the principles of identifying stone laid out by George Merrill in
Stones for Building and Decoration. This includes: density, hardness, state of
aggregation, structure, rift/grain, and color. 108 Chemical composition was not examined
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within the scope of this research, but testing such as X-ray fluorescence could be
conducted in future research to supplement.
Density is the mass per volume of a material. For each physical sample taken,
mass was recorded using an electric balance and volume was recorded through
displacement. Mass was recorded in grams prior to calculating volume so that the mass of
any permeated water was not included. Using graduated cylinders of various sizes, they
were filled with enough water so that it would completely cover the sample when
submerged. The volume was recorded then, and again after the sample had been placed,
giving the displacement (volume) as the difference in milliliters or cubic centimeters. The
density was then calculated as the mass of the sample divided by the volume and
recorded in terms of g/cm3.
Hardness and state of aggregation were both determined using the Mohs hardness
scale. Each sample was scratched using a set of hardness test picks to determine the
relative hardness on Mohs hardness scale. State of aggregation was determined using a
mineral harder than the stone to scratch it and observed the amount of particulate that
comes loose. This was recorded as a qualitative measurement ranked from a low state of
aggregation to high. Rift and grain were recorded from visual observation, unaided. For
sedimentary stones this characteristic is easily observable and requires no complex
testing. Structure similarly is determined through visual observation but is much more
difficult to discern with the naked eye. Photomicrographs were taken in the lab using a
Nikon 80i camera with CRAIG imaging software to provide photomicrographs of
prepared samples, and in the field using a USB connected microscope and a personal
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smart phone. Color was determined using a Munsell Color Chart and visual
comparison. 109
Possible inaccuracies could arise in testing as stones from the same quarry have
the potential to have slight variations depending on the vein which they come from. For
the purpose of this research, these differences are considered to be inevitable. Where
conducted, visual observations will have discrepancy as they are qualitative and will vary
based on who is observing. The author was the only observer to establish continuity and
limit the possibility for deviation. With the age of the stone, it can be inferred there has
been a degree of environmental impact on it that could affect the properties, including
water and chloride intrusion that would affect the state of aggregation and hardness.
For analysis, the information is presented primarily in the form of tables. A
graphical timeline provides a visual representation that synthesizes the accumulated dates
to be easier and more accessible. Maps serve as a visual aide showing the locations and
distribution of buildings with stone in Charleston, and the sources of stone in the United
States and United Kingdom.

Munsell Color is a standard system used for color matching developed by Albert Munsell based on his
theory of color. Further information is available on their website at: https://munsell.com/
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CHAPTER FOUR
STONE IN CHARLESTON
Survey of Limestone and Sandstone
The survey area was bound by Cumberland Street in the north, Legare
Street/Archdale Street in the west, and the harbor the east and south. 110 Of the
approximately 800 buildings located within the survey area, 168 were built before 1800,
and surveyed for stone. From that survey, 55 buildings were recorded as having
limestone and/or sandstone.

Figure 4.1 Map showing approximate locations of buildings surveyed by stone type (by author using USGS basemap)

The survey area included the entirety of what was the Old Walled City of Charleston, the early fortified
iteration of the city.
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Of the 55, 6 had limestone, 45 had sandstone, and 4 were recorded as unknown as
they were obscured by paint or some other covering. As seen in the heat map (Figure
4.2), the main concentration of stone is located along two of the earlier, more prominent
residential streets of Tradd and Meeting. This map shows the relative density of the
recorded Survey 123 points using ArcGIS Online. Linear patterns develop along Tradd
and Meeting Streets, primary residential streets where many high-profile houses were
constructed. This reinforces that stone was an expensive building material and was used
on high profile buildings which have frontages on prominent streets.

Figure 4.2 Heat Map showing density of buildings with stone (by author using USGS basemap)

See Appendix B for the table compiling the survey data, including address of the
building, hypothesized type of stone present, and location of stone on the building with a
picture.
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While there are approximately 800 buildings located within the survey area, only
168 fall within the scope of the pre-1800 building date. The small sample size of 55
buildings that were recorded having sandstone or limestone is indicative of the rarity of
pre-1800 stone of these types remaining, or perhaps ever present, in Charleston’s historic
buildings. The small number of buildings with identifiable exterior stone shows that
roughly only 32.7% of buildings within the scope used sand or lime stone.
The majority (roughly 82%) of stone instances recorded were brownstone, used
primarily in structural applications such as lintels and sills for openings in masonry
buildings. Building elements such as steps and column elements were also periodically
carved of brownstone. Carriage steps were also primarily blocks of sandstone but were
not documented as they are able to be moved more easily and cannot be reliably
associated to a period of construction. 111

Preliminary observations indicate the majority of these stones likely date to the mid-nineteenth century.
A study was conducted in 2013 by Craig Garrison, a College of Charleston student, indicating 67% of the
carriage steps in the South of Broad neighborhood were brownstone, and only 6% were a limestone other
than marble.
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Limestone was primarily
used for steps creating a grand,
processional entry to the piano
nobile for street-facing houses that
predate the typical Charleston
single-house typology such as 15
Meeting Street (Figure 4.3). No
significant structural uses were
documented with sandstone or

Figure 4.3 15 Meeting Street, looking west (by author)

Portland stone, attesting to the difficulty and expense required for greater undertakings
such as use in walls and foundations.
The abundance of brownstone in comparison to that of limestone is likely due to
desirability and availability. As will be/was discussed in the following section, a
chronology of stone on Charleston, Portland limestone appears almost exclusively in
early buildings, imported before domestic stones were readily available. As an early
building material Portland limestone was very expensive to import from England and
appears to be used primarily as a show of wealth and culture in private residences. Few
buildings endure, or perhaps were ever constructed, using this early limestone in
Charleston. As the newly formed country was developing its own styles and tastes, the
building culture followed suit. The familiarity and perception brought to the colonies
from England along with Portland limestone is replaced with the novelty of other stones,
such as the rise of domestic sandstones.
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Rising popularity of brownstone in the mid-nineteenth century indicates that it
was easier to obtain and, relatedly, was less expensive than other stones, including
imported stones. The ease of transportation of brownstone in comparison to limestone
imported from England or even Indiana is a likely explanation for why Charleston hosts
more examples of brownstone in its remaining 1800s buildings. Indiana is a landlocked
state and didn’t see mass quarrying of its popular limestone until later in the nineteenth
century when the locomotive provides plausible transportation. 112 The quarries of
Portland, Connecticut are located along the Connecticut River, allowing the brownstone
quarried there to be shipped with ease to Charleston. Charleston’s identity as a port town
similarly maintained sea transport as the most efficient.
The survey data affirms that stone is an incredibly rare building material in
Charleston, which highlights the significance of its use when it is found in early
Charleston buildings.
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While the railroad increased access around the country for landlocked states, Charleston’s relationship
to the railroad was not as expansive, primarily connecting it to cities in South Carolina, and the city of
Savannah. Rand McNally and Company. South Carolina railroads. Chicago, 1900. Map.
https://www.loc.gov/item/98688558/
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Timeline of Availability and Use of Stone in Charleston
The following is the graphic representation of the compiled historical research.
Dates and events include when certain quarries opened, when certain surveyed buildings
were built, disasters in Charleston, and other important findings. It is color coded by
stone type to provide a contrast between instances for each type. This timeline and a table
with descriptions of events is placed in Appendix A.
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History of Limestone in Charleston
One of the few documented buildings assumed to have limestone as a building
material is one that is no longer extant. The oldest building to have reference to the use of
stone, in Charleston within the historic record is the Charles Pinkney Mansion, built in
1745 at the corner of Market and East Bay. 113 One of the earliest grand houses in
Charleston, it was 2 stories tall with a raised basement, and built of brick. The Dwelling
Houses of Charleston contains a fairly in-depth written account of the building, and its
construction. A schedule of building materials calls for “450 feet of stone for paving,”
and a written account from descendent, Eliza Pinckney, mentions “stone copings.” 114
These two accounts are the first record of stone used in building in Charleston, and
follow the pattern of stone’s use in only the most expensive of construction in a family
with ties to England. In the descriptions of the Pinckney Mansion, similarities can be
drawn to another grand house built by his cousin and brother-in-law shortly after, the
Miles Brewton House (1769). 115 The “high flight of stone steps with a small canopied
porch” resembles the entry to the Miles Brewton House, and similarly on the interior,
with a central “wide flagged hall, into which four large rooms opened.” 116 The type or
types of stone used at the Pinckney Mansion are not recorded, however, similarities in
design and familial ties to the Miles Brewton House could imply that the stone employed
in the two buildings were very similar. The Miles Brewton house has front steps made of

Smith, 361
Smith, 363 and 371
115
A.S. Salley, "Col. Miles Brewton and Some of His Descendants." The South Carolina Historical and
Genealogical Magazine 2, no. 2 (1901): 128-52. www.jstor.org/stable/27574951.
116
Smith, 371-372
113
114
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Portland limestone, making an unsubstantiated, but informed hypothesis that the
Pinckney Mansion also used limestone. The house burned in the fire of 1861, and a
photograph was taken before the rubble was excavated (Figure 4.4). 117

Figure 4.4 The Ruins of Charles Pinckney's House: from a photograph taken after the fire of 1861 (From Smith, 373)
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Smith, 372
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The most definitive date found
for the source of stone which made its
way to be used in a Charleston
building is the limestone used for the
building of the Exchange Building
(now the Old Exchange Building). In
1768, John Horlbeck, one of the stone
masons hired to construct the “new
Exchange”, was sent to England to
acquire “a large quantity of Portland
stone” for the construction (Figure
4.5). 118 The exact location from which
Horlbeck arrived and the role he is
given are indiscernible due to the print
Figure 4.5 Clip from the South Carolina Gazette January 26,
1769

quality of the original newspaper.

Limestones appear to have a fairly brief window of application in Charleston.
Limestone is present on only six of the buildings in the survey area, and these buildings
date from the 1740s to 1780s. Corroborating the decline in popularity of this building
material is the introduction of an imitation material in the early 1800s. Newspaper
articles from the early 1800s provide new context for a material that was intended to
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South Carolina Gazette, January 26, 1769.
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imitate the use of stone. Called Portland cement, it was created to serve as a cast stone
alternative that was intended to replicate Portland limestone in appearance, hence the
name. The material was invented in England in 1824, however it is believed that it was
first introduced in the United States in the 1870s after it is first patented in 1871 by a man
named David Saylor. 119 Portland cement was patented in Ipswich, England “for a Water
Proof Composition, in imitation of Portland Stone, for stuccoing buildings, &c.” (Figure
4.6) 120
A newspaper advertisement from
Charleston in 1825, the year after Portland
cement was invented in England, called out
the material by name (Figure 4.7), however,
indicating that it was known and used as a
building material in Charleston well before
the 1870s. 121 An earlier article from 1804
provides evidence that this material, though
not called Portland cement nor patented, was
known even 20 years earlier. Details as to the
Figure 4.6 Clips from Charleston City Gazette April
19, 1804

process and mixture are included in both

Donald Friedman, Historic Building Construction 2nd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton and Company,
2010), 164-165
120
Charleston City Gazette. April 19, 1804.
121
Charleston Courier. June 18, 1825.
119
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articles, proving that the material being
discussed is the same in 1804 and 1825. The
implications of the early date of Portland
Cement’s introduction to the United States,
and Charleston specifically, not only serves
as an indicator of the early nineteenth century
decline in the use of limestone and Portland
limestone specifically, but also contribute to
the greater field of architectural conservation
and the study of building evolution in
Charleston.
Portland cement was used for almost
150 years as a stucco and mortar material,
believed to be good for its waterproof
property. However, modern conservationists
Figure 4.7 Clip from Charleston Courier June 18, 1825

are now having to mitigate the new issues

created, including damage to the brick through the incompatibility of the cement’s
hardness and moisture impermeability. Knowing that it was available nearly 50 years
earlier than previously expected can help conservationists better identify and anticipate
its use in historic buildings. The change from a historic lime-based mortar to a Portland
cement makes more sense as mortars during the nineteenth century change in strength
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and hardness. Further study into this new context of Portland cement could prove useful,
but is not included within the scope of this research.
The main lessons learned from the historic record paired with the survey are that
the earliest building stones of Charleston are limestone, dating likely to 1745 with the
Pinckney Mansion, but with confirmed use in 1769 in the Exchange Building. Limestone
is used fairly rarely, in only 6 of 168 remaining buildings in the survey area from the era.
The phasing out of limestone’s use may correlate with the introduction of imitation
materials, namely the material eventually patented as Portland cement, which was found
to be present in Charleston with documented mention as early as 1804. Portland cement
was actually known in the U.S. much early than commonly believed. Other
advancements in the building culture influenced the decline as well. Portland limestone
was phased out with the use of domestic limestones and sandstones as they became more
available and accessible. This is a contributing factor to the waning use, along with the
colonies’ separation from England during this time.
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Beginning of Sandstone in Charleston
Sandstone has a slightly later appearance in the historic record in terms of its use
in Charleston buildings, but is a much more common material once it begins to be used.
Several mentions of a “free stone from Virginia” appeared in newspaper advertisements
prior to 1800. 122 This type of stone, though not advertised as such originally, is a type of
sandstone, called free stone due to its workability. These articles are the first records that
definitively put sandstone as a building material in Charleston in 1788. These articles
(Figures 4.8 and 4.9) are from the same years during which the County Courthouse in
Charleston was constructed from the remains of the old South Carolina Statehouse. 123

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 Clips from the Charleston City Gazette September 16, 1788 (left), and November 23, 1797 (right)

Charleston City Gazette, September 16, 1788; Charleston City Gazette. November 23, 1797.
Carl R. Lounsbury, From Statehouse to Courthouse. (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press,
2001), 1

122
123
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Originally built in 1753, the old Statehouse went through many transformations, but was
greatly rebuilt in the 1790s after a disastrous fire in 1788. 124 The sandstone used for this
reconstruction was laid incorrectly, with the bedding parallel to the grain so that it
delaminated not long after construction was completed. This type of deteriorationdelamination- reinforces that the material used was a sedimentary stone with distinctive
bedding typical of sandstone. This is seen in the physical analysis of the next chapter.
Physical samples collected from the County Courthouse indicate that this “free
stone” is Aquia Creek sandstone. 125 As the region in Virginia where this stone comes
from is significantly closer to Charleston than brownstones of Connecticut and New
Jersey, it is logical that the Aquia Creek sandstone came into Charleston sooner. While
outside the geographical scope of the survey, the Gaillard Bennett House at 60 Montagu
Street is another prominent building with this Aquia Creek sandstone, built in 1800. 126
The evidence of Aquia Creek sandstone at 60 Montagu shows that the Courthouse was
not a one-off instance of stone importation to Charleston from Virginia, but sets up the
beginning of a supply chain that is thought to link the quarry to Charleston’s building
construction.
The early prominence of Aquia Creek sandstone is tied to one of Charleston’s
most famous gentlemen architects, Robert Mills. In an 1803 written plan for a church to

Lounsbury, 1
Using the physical properties tested in the next section, compiled in Appendix C, the sample taken from
the County Courthouse is a near perfect match to the known sample of Aquia Creek.
126
Poston, 539
124
125
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be constructed on John’s Island, Mills details for use of the stone in construction. 127
Sandstones in general are not high quality stones, but Aquia Creek is a particularly weak
stone vulnerable to deterioration. If a similar stone of a higher quality was available,
Mills likely would have detailed for its use instead, as he did with the Connecticut
brownstone used at the Fireproof Building roughly twenty years later. 128 This
combination of historic records and material analysis of the stone found at the Charleston
County Courthouse demonstrate that it is likely that Aquia Creek sandstone is the earliest
domestic sandstone used in Charleston.
In addition to the above case studies, the following buildings are outside of the
geographic or chronologic scope of the survey, but are included to help provide a greater
context and begin the overall history of stone in Charleston. The Fireproof Building and
Market Hall are both built after 1800, and are included in the physical analysis. Both
buildings are prominent and large with significant amounts of stone, constructed by
notable architects.
The Fireproof Building was started in 1822 and completed in 1827 under architect
Robert Mills. 129 Originally built to house records, the Fireproof Building gets its name
from the method of construction, built of noncombustible materials. It is no surprise then
that Mills chose to use a significant amount of stone, as well as brick and iron, with

Rhodri Windsor Liscombe. The Church Architecture of Robert Mills. (Easly, SC: Southern Historical
Press, 1985), 40.
128
While granite would have been available at the time of construction for the Fireproof Building, it is
inferred that Mills chose brownstone for its affordability in comparison.
129
Albert Simons and W.H. Johnson Thomas, An Architectural Guide to Charleston, South Carolina,
1700-1900. (Charleston: Historic Charleston Foundation).
127
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stuccoed and painted finishes. Connecticut brownstone must be must be introduced by
the date of construction in 1827 as FP-1 is identified as this stone type.
Market Hall was designed by architect E.B. White and was completed in 1841. 130
Numerous fires destroy the area, including the fire of 1838 that also damages the
Charleston Hotel. 131 Another example of reactionary building, Market Hall is constructed
mostly of stone and brick masonry.

130
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Simons and Thomas
See the Halsey Map, Appendix D
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CHAPTER FIVE
PHYSICAL ANALYSIS OF STONE
Physical analysis was completed using both destructive and nondestructive
techniques to create the beginning of a stone database, with the intention to help in the
identification of stone while completing restoration work around Charleston. Comparison
of a stone found in situ in a building with this database may also inform the best
conservation treatments, including in kind replacement. This catalogue of stone is
intended to serve as a guide for those seeking to restore a building with stone elements,
providing background information that can help lead to the appropriate treatment method
or a stone that may be the best match in properties if the original stone is not viable. This
could include providing the information to a cast stone manufacturer so that they are able
to best replicate the stone.
Many of the stone samples procured for this thesis came from pieces that were
discovered during the restoration of the buildings, collected by Richard Marks of Richard
Marks Restorations Inc., a leading architectural conservator in the Charleston area. The
samples were primarily cut from larger pieces of stone using a small, handheld circular
grinder affixed with a thin diamond blade and cut into thin pieces. These were then
leveled and epoxied onto glass slides then polished for viewing under the microscope.
Where physical samples could not be taken, the portable microscope was used to take a
photomicrograph of the in situ stone. Thus, these samples do not have a calculated
density, but an approximate density from an external source is supplemented where
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noted. Bulk sample photos and photomicrographs for all samples are included in
Appendix C.

Known Samples
Of the 11 samples analyzed, two of them were known samples. A stone sample
was considered to be known if it came from an original source, such as a quarry, and not
from a building. These serve as a control, providing a comparison for the unknown
stones. Perfect matches are not to be expected due to the nature of stone, so minor
discrepancies can be noted, but negligible.
The first known sample is St. Bees sandstone, imported from Cumbria County,
England, near the town of St. Bees for which it is named. It is known for being similar to
the domestic brownstone of the northeast United States, but is typically finer grained,
more compact, and more red in color. Commercial quarrying began by the late nineteenth
century to meet the needs of a growing demand. It has been used in many buildings in
England, as well as being shipped to the United States for use in conservation projects,
such as New York Brownstones. A sandstone from the same region, Kirklinton
sandstone, is nearly indistinguishable from St. Bees. 132 Any early stone in Charleston
believed to be St. Bees is likely Kirklinton instead given the period of commercial
quarrying of St. Bees. While it had been quarried and used in close proximity since

Dr. Graham Lott and Dr. Stephen Parry, “Strategic Stone Study: A Building Atlas of Cumbria & The
Lake District,” (English Heritage, 2013; Rebranded by Historic England, 2017), 13.
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medieval times, it was not until the mid to late nineteenth century that large commercial
quarrying practices were established. 133
The sample (SB-1) of St. Bees
was taken from a sample received
directly from a stone supplier (Figure
5.1). 134 The recorded density was the
same as the typical density provided by
the distributor Cumbrian Stone,
approximately 2.14 g/cm3. 135 This was
the hardest of the stones sampled, rated
at a 5.5 on the Mohs Hardness Scale.

Figure 5.1 Bulk Sample of St. Bees sandstone (by author)

This is an indication that it is composed primarily of quartz sand, a mineral used as a
standard on the Mohs scale valued at a hardness of 6.0 and the presence of iron oxide in
the binder to give it the red color, recorded as a 5/3 10R on the Munsell Color Chart.
There is a moderately low state of aggregation with little material that is easily friable
when rubbed. The stone is a fragmental structure, composed of smaller sand particles
conglomerated by a binder. There is a noticeable grain pattern with each bedding layer
being very parallel to the ones above and below, as expected due to the formation of
sandstone.

Ibid
The sample is from Historic Resource Management Inc., located in Wando, SC. Phone (803) 884-5186
135
“St Bees Sandstone Technical Data Sheet,” Cumbrian Stone, (accessed online February 14, 2020 at
https://cumbrianstone.co.uk/featuredhome/st-bees-sandstone/)
133
134
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St Bees is one of two samples that is also included in the National Park Service
National Building Stone Database. The database is still a work in progress, with
contributors submitting samples as research is conducted. Information includes: trade
name alias, stone type, a brief description, quarry, availability, physical data, and
geological information such as formation and particle characterization. Known under the
trade name “Red St. Bees”, it is a red and brown, quartz-based stone. The sample the
obtained was sourced to Birkham’s Quarry and is still available. No Munsell color value
was given. Geologically it is classified as a sandstone from the Triassic period. 136
Particles are subangular and subrounded, and well sorted with medium particle size. 137
All of this appears to coincide with sample SB-1.
The second known sample is Aquia Creek, acquired via Richard Marks.
Historically advertised as “free stone of Virginia” it was an available stone that was likely
less expensive because it was relatively easy to work. Sample AQC-1 (Figure 5.2) was
one of the least dense with a calculated density of 2.17 g/cm3 and a hardness of only 2.5
on the Mohs Hardness scale. This is significantly
lower than the other sandstones that have an
average hardness of approximately 3.5. This is
closer to the 3.0 to 4.0 typical for sandstones
sampled. These weaknesses in addition to the
moderately high state of aggregation attest to

Figure 5.2 Bulk sample of Aquia Creek
sandstone (by author)

See Appendix E for a geological timeline
National Park Service, “St. Bees,” National Building Stone Database, (accessed online February 20,
2020 via https://ncptt.nps.gov/buildingstone/stone/st-bees)
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the waning desirability of the stone as better stones become available. It is also a
fragmental structure with a very fine grain pattern with a large vein included in this
sample. The main color of the sample is a 7/2 10YR on the Munsell Color Chart.
Aquia Creek is the other stone that is also in the NPS database. 138 With the trade
name “Aquia Creek Sandstone” is classified as quartz-based sandstone, with their sample
coming from the Public Quarry at Government Island in Virginia. Understandably, it is
no longer available as a building material. Colors are typically brown, buff, or grey, with
given Munsell colors 8/1 5Y, 6/6 10YR, and 4/3 7.5YR for their two samples. It comes
from the Lower Cretaceous period in the Potomac Formation. Particles are angular to
subangular and are moderately well sorted, medium in size.

Sample

Stone Type

Sample Source

Density

Hardness

SB-1
AQC-1

St. Bees
Aquia Creek
Sandstone

Quarry
Known Sample

2.1466 g/cm3
2.1659 g/cm3

5.5
2.5

Table 4.1 Properties of Known Stone Samples

Sample

State of
Aggregation

Structure

Rift/Grain

Color

SB-1
AQC-1

Moderate Low
Moderate High

Fragmental
Fragmental

Noticeable bedding
Very-fine bedding
with large vein

5/3 10R
7/2 10YR

Table 4.2 Properties of Known Stone Samples

138
National Park Service, “Aquia Creek,” National Building Stone Database, (accessed online February 20,
2020 via https://ncptt.nps.gov/buildingstone/stone/aquia-creek)
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Samples Collected from Buildings
The following samples were selected based on their availability for testing and for
their prominent use of stone. Drayton Hall does not fall within the geographical scope of
the survey, but is a prominent early building and significant in its use of stone. The
Fireproof Building and Market Hall do not fall within the chronological scope of study
but are prominent early buildings with sandstone, as discussed in the chapter on stone
chronology. St. Matthew’s does not fall within either scope, but uses a different type of
sandstone than any of the other samples and was included to provide a comparison for the
other samples.
Drayton Hall (Figure 5.3) was built circa 1740 by John Drayton knowing that he
would likely not inherit the family’s Magnolia Plantation. Built primarily of brick
masonry with wood framed interiors, roof, and floor structure, stone is used primarily in
an ornamental fashion. The portico of Drayton Hall features various types of stone,
including limestone steps and columns, stone tile on the portico, and later sandstone
lintels. These brownstone lintels are credited to an early nineteenth century alteration by

Figure 5.4 Drayton Hall bulk sample (by author)

Figure 5.3 Drayton Hall, looking northeast (by author)
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his son, Charles Drayton, and were not sampled. The sample collected is a piece of
Portland limestone coping, believed to be original to the house (Figure 5.4).
The sample is named DH-1 in the table. 139 The density of the stone was calculated
at 1.93 g/cm3, significantly lower than the other samples and the median 2.71 g/cm3. 140
Testifying to the lack in correlation between density and hardness, it is one of the hardest
stones sampled at a 3.5 on the Mohs hardness scale. With a moderate state of aggregation
and no apparent grain, its greatest structural weakness is its chemical composition. Being
limestone it is much more prone to deterioration if left unfinished due to acid rain. It is a
light grey (8/1 10YR Munsell) in appearance.
The Old Exchange Building is
completed in 1771 by the Horlbeck
brothers, built on the site of the Half
Moon battery of the old sea wall. 141
From the South Carolina Gazette, dated
January 26, 1769, it is known that
Portland stone was brought back from
England for use in this building. One
such element is the urn motif seen
along the roof. Non-destructive analysis

Figure 5.5 Portland stone urn in Old Exchange Building
basement (by author)

See Appendix C
Christopher Hall and Andrea Hamilton, “Porosities of building limestones: using the solid density to
assess data quality,” Materials and Structures, vol.49, (2016)
141
Ann Taylor Andrus and Ruth M. Millar, Charleston’s Old Exchange Building: A Witness to American
History. (Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2005), 71-75.
139
140
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was completed for sample OEB-1, from one of these urns kept in the basement (Figure
5.5).
Density was unable to be determined, but appears slightly denser than sample
DH-1. This sample had a hardness of 3.5 on the Mohs Hardness Scale, within the typical
range of 3.0-4.0. 142 Sample OEB-1 has a moderate state of aggregation with a fragmental
structure and no apparent grain. Typical of limestone it is grey in color, 8/1 10YR on the
Munsell Color Chart.
Sample CCC-1 comes from the Charleston County Courthouse, via a piece of
cornice (Figure 5.6) removed from the Charleston County Courthouse during its latest
restoration (Figure 5.7). It is identified as Aquia Creek sandstone through research and is
similar in properties to the known sample of Aquia Creek. It has a lower calculated
density of 2.08 g/cm3 with the same hardness of 2.5 on the Mohs Hardness Scale. It is
fragmental in structure and has a moderate high state of aggregation. There is very fine

Figure 5.6 Charleston County Courthouse Figure 5.7 Charleston County Courthouse, looking northwest (by
author)
bulk sample (by author)
142

Fenton, 212
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graining, each bedding layer parallel. It is slightly darker than the known sample, a 7/1
10YR on the Munsell Color Chart.

Sample FP-1 is from a core taken from one of the window sills at the Fireproof
Building (Figure 5.8). It is one of the densest samples taken with a calculated density of
2.81 g/cm3. With a hardness of 3.0 on the Mohs Hardness Scale, it seems that it is oddly
soft, but no standard could be found for comparison. However, when compared to the
other samples (SB-1, AQC-1, CCC-1, MKT-1, SML-1), it is within reason to be
considered accurate. As a sandstone it has a moderate state of aggregation and a
fragmental structure. There is noticeable bedding very similar to the St Bees (SB-1), with
the greatest difference being the color. FP-1 is a darker, almost purple color: a 5/1 10R on
the Munsell Color chart.

Figure 5.8 Fireproof Building bulk sample
(by author)

Figure 5.9 Fireproof Building, looking southeast (by
author)
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Figure 5.10 Market Hall bulk sample (by author)

Figure 5.11 Market Hall, looking east (by author)

The stone for sample MKT-1
(Figure 5.10) came from Market Hall and is identified as Connecticut brownstone and has
similar properties (Figure 5.11). 143 The most notable difference was the density, only a
calculated 2.24 g/cm3. The hardness is a 3.0 on the Mohs Hardness Scale, falling in with
the majority of the sandstone samples. MKT-1 follows the trend of the other sandstones,
having a moderate state of aggregation and a fragmental structure with a noticeable
parallel grain. The color falls between SB-1 and FP-1 with a 5/2 10R on the Munsell
Color Chart.

143

As identified by Richard Marks during restoration
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St. Matthew’s Lutheran Church (Figure
5.12) is built significantly later, completed by
1872. 144 Also located outside the geographical
scope of this thesis, it is only included to serve as a
comparison for the other samples. It is believed to
be Seneca Creek sandstone from Maryland, known
to be even darker than that of Connecticut. 145 It is
the same stone used to build the Smithsonian
Institution Main Building in Washington D.C. 146
Figure 5.12 St. Matthew's Lutheran Church,
looking southwest (by author)

Based on preliminary observations, it is believed

that there is no Seneca Creek sandstone within the survey area. SML-1 (Figure 5.13) is
significantly denser than the other stones, with a
calculated density of 2.86 g/cm3. It has a similar
state of aggregation and structure to the other
sandstones with the same parallel grain.
Characteristic of Seneca Creek, it is darker than
the rest at a 4/1 10R on the Munsell Color Chart.
Figure 5.13 St. Matthew's bulk sample

Simons and Thomas
As identified by Richard Marks
146
USGS, Building Stones, 34.
144
145
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Sample

Stone Type

Sample Source

Density

Hardness

DH-1

Portland

Drayton Hall
Cornice

1.93 g/cm3

3.5

OEB-1

Portland

Old Exchange
Building

N/A

3.5

CCC-1

Aquia Creek
Sandstone

Charleston Cty.
Court. Cornice

2.08 g/cm3

2.5

FP-1

Brownstone
(Connecticut)

Fireproof
Building Sill

2.8146 g/cm3

3.0

MKT-1

Brownstone
(Connecticut)

Market Hall

2.235 g/cm3

3.0

SML-1

Brownstone
(Seneca?)

St. Matthew's

2.8573 g/cm3

4.0

Table 4.3 Properties of samples taken from buildings in chronological order by date of construction

Sample

State of
Aggregation

Structure

Rift/Grain

Color

DH-1

Moderate

Fragmental

No Apparent

8/1 10YR

OEB-1

Moderate

Fragmental

No Apparent

8/1 10YR

CCC-1

Moderate High

Fragmental

Very fine bedding

7/1 10YR

FP-1

Moderate

Fragmental

Noticeable bedding

5/1 10R

MKT-1

Moderate

Fragmental

Noticeable bedding

5/2 10R

SML-1

Moderate

Fragmental

Noticeable bedding

4/1 10R

Table 4.4 Properties of samples taken from buildings in chronological order by date of construction
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The samples believed to be Portland limestone (DH-1 and OEB-1) both have very
similar properties. Both have a hardness of 3.5, and the density cannot be compared as
OEB-1 was not a physical sample. The qualitative properties, state of aggregation,
structure, rift/grain, and color were all almost identical; they were moderately friable,
fragmental in structure with no apparent rift/grain, and all were variations of light grey.
Since sample OEB-1 from the Old Exchange Building can be confirmed as Portland
stone through documentation, it can be confirmed with reasonable certainty that DH-1 is
indeed also Portland stone. The slight variations are to be expected because stone is a
natural material and it is unlikely that any two blocks would be perfectly identical. This
comparison is drawn from Tables 4.5 and 4.6 as well as the photomicrographs of each
sample (Figures 5.14 and 5.15).

Figure 5.14 DH-1 Photomicrograph

Figure 5.15 OEB-1 Photomicrograph
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Sample

Stone Type

Sample Source

Density

Hardness

DH-1

Portland stone

Drayton Hall
Cornice

1.93 g/cm3

3.5

OEB-1

Portland stone

Old Exchange
Building

N/A

3.5

Table 4.5 Properties of Portland limestone samples

Sample

State of
Aggregation

Structure

Rift/grain

Color

DH-1

Moderate

Fragmental

No Apparent

8/1 10YR

OEB-1

Moderate

Fragmental

No Apparent

8/1 10YR

Table 4.6 Properties of Portland limestone samples

Sample CCC-1 was not completely confirmed through historical research to be
Aquia Creek or free stone of Virginia, though circumstantial evidence suggests it might
be. The physical analysis supports this claim also, with all of the properties being nearly
identical between the sample CCC-1 taken from the Courthouse and the sample known to
be from Aquia Creek. The hardness was 2.5 for each, state of aggregation was
moderately high, and each were fragmental in structure with a very fine rift. Sample
CCC-1 was slightly more grey than the buff color of AQC-1, but could be due to being
quarried from different veins, or the difference in time each were exposed to the
elements. The following tables (Tables 4.7 and 4.8) compare the properties of the two
samples. The photomicrographs (Figures 5.16 and 5.17) provide a visual comparison.
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Figure 5.16 AQC-1 Photomicrograph

Figure 5.17 CCC-1 Photomicrograph

Sample

Stone Type

Sample
Source

AQC-1

Aquia Creek
Sandstone

Known Sample 2.1659 g/cm3

2.5

CCC-1

Aquia Creek
Sandstone

Charleston Cty. 2.08 g/cm3
Court. Cornice

2.5

Density

Hardness

Table 4.7 Properties of Aquia Creek sandstone samples

Sample

State of
Aggregation

Structure

Rift/grain

Color

AQC-1

Moderate High

Known Sample

2.1659 g/cm3

2.5

CCC-1

Moderate High

Fragmental

Very fine
bedding

7/1 10YR

Table 4.8 Properties of Aquia Creek sandstone samples
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The brownstone samples provide an interesting circumstance as there was no
historical record to confirm nor deny the source. FP-1 and MKT show the greatest
similarities (See Figures 5.18 and 5.19 below for the photomicrographs). MKT-1 has a
slightly lower density, but the other properties are all the same, with MKT-1 being a
slightly darker shade of purplish-brown. Both samples were a 3.0 hardness, moderate
state of aggregation, and fragmental in structure with a nearly identical rift. Both samples
were believed to be brownstone from Connecticut based on their color, and while it
cannot be confirmed, it can be confirmed with reasonable certainty that the two stones are
at least the same type. MKT-1 can be confirmed as sandstone, but is not comparable to
Aquia Creek. MKT-1 does show a few similarities to St Bees however. St Bees and
Connecticut are known for their similarities, but also their difference in colors, as seen in
these three samples. Samples obtained directly from the now defunct Portland quarry
could help serve as a comparison and further confirm that these are indeed Connecticut
brownstone.

Figure 5.18 FP-1 Photomicrograph

Figure 5.19 MKT-1 Photomicrograph
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The final sample, SML-1, shows similarities to the other brownstone samples; it
has a similar density to FP-1, shares the same friability, structure, and rift. The biggest
differences are the hardness and color. SML-1 is significantly darker than the other
brownstone samples, and has a hardness of 4.0, a full point higher than the Connecticut
brownstone. These differences are
attributed to the stone being from
Seneca Creek, Maryland. It is known
to be an even darker colored stone as
indicated (see Figure 5.20 for
photomicrograph). More comparison
needs to be done along with historical
research to further confirm or deny this

Figure 5.20 SML-1 Photomicrograph

typing.
The type of comparison done here suggests a model that will be useful as future
researchers analyze properties of stones and/or the historic record and find documentable
evidence of the origin of various building materials, or at least significant similarities in
the physical properties of stones used in various projects. This is similar to the database
made by the National Center for Preservation Technology and Training as part of the
National Park Service.
The National Park Service database serves as a good reference for those in the
field of preservation who are looking to identify and characterize stone encountered in
buildings. It does have limitations as it is still a work in progress. Their main analysis for
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characterization is through particle size, shape, and sorting. Some samples do however
have significantly more detailed information, including strengths, absorption rates,
specific gravity, and modulus of rupture. The reliance on the community to submit
samples allows for this variety as each submission can include a wide variety of
information depending on what was available to the tester. This sampling is intended to
form the beginning of a similar catalogue for the Charleston area, providing the
framework for a greater study into the conservation of stone in the lowcountry.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
Charleston may not have a large amount of stone that dates to its first century of
existence, but the little that has endured the last 250 years speaks of the significance and
resilience of the material. Since cities such as Philadelphia and Boston had a large
amount of stone early on to be used in buildings, it was less expensive and thus available
to more people. Stone in Charleston serves as a testament to wealth, power, and perhaps
ego, used by those who could afford the costs of shipping material of such a great weight
to be used in their private and public buildings as monuments to their achievements. The
rarity of early stone must have been a testimony to the grandeur men such as Miles
Brewton and John Drayton sought to display. Stone was the obvious choice for such a
display not only through expense, but through its ability to stand the tests of time and
weather gracefully.

Limestone in Charleston
Limestone is the less common of the two stones investigated in this thesis. It was
observed in 6 of the 55 recorded buildings, accounting for approximately 11% of stone
used. Based on the results of both physical and historical analysis, it appears that Portland
limestone from Portland, England is the earliest stone used in Charleston, between 1740
and 1769. The earliest recorded mention of Portland stone came from the South Carolina
Gazette in 1769, when the Horlbeck brothers brought stone back for the construction of
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the Old Exchange Building. The 1740 date is attributed to the date of construction for
Drayton Hall, the oldest building with identified Portland stone. Portland stone was the
only limestone other than Bermuda stone identified and included in this study.
Since all building stone is imported whether domestic or foreign, the fact that the
first stone comes to Charleston from England highlights certain things about the building
culture of early Charleston. As Charles Towne was founded as an English colony, ties to
England led to an influence in architectural styles and materials, as well as trade
networks. Builders and early architects worked with materials and techniques that were
familiar to them, either trained in England or in the colonies by someone who was
experienced in English building techniques. With many of the earliest settlers, including
the lord’s proprietors, coming from England to found Charleston, it is no surprise that
they would bring building materials with them from England that they were familiar with,
and could possibly have conveyed their prestige and standing among the upper class of
Englishmen.
Portland stone is used in various buildings around Charleston, primarily for
decorative applications such as cornices, ornamentation, and steps. This is typically in
some of the grandest residential buildings such as the Miles Brewton House built in 1765
and Drayton Hall built circa 1740, but was also used in public buildings such as seen in
the Old Exchange Building. The other three buildings noted with limestone are the
Capers Motte House at 15 Meeting Street, the John Edwards House at 69 Church Street,
and the Colonel John Stewart House at 106 Tradd Street. Of these, only two (Drayton
Hall and the Old Exchange) were physically tested. The rarity of the stone, present in less
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than 1% of all buildings within the survey area, could be due to several factors. Firstly, its
relative age: because Portland stone is known to be one of the oldest building stones used
in Charleston, there are more years in which the stone may have been replaced by
domestic stone such as marble and brownstone as Charleston developed and became even
wealthier. More of the buildings from these early eras of stone use may not endure today
as they have stood longer and through more physical challenges and social changes.
Additionally, the first stone used in Charleston as discovered in this thesis may be rare
because it represents an early period of building where stone was expensive and buildings
that used it were slow to be constructed. Once other stones are imported the trend of
using other stones may have taken over, and so in later years buildings may have been
constructed more quickly, yielding more buildings with other types of limestone. With
increasing access to domestic stones, the cost of using stone is expected to have fallen,
making the material more accessible to a larger number of people who were making
selections for their buildings.

Sandstone in Charleston
A significant amount of sandstone has been used in Charleston throughout the
study period of this research with the majority being used in the nineteenth century. 147
The first sandstone used in Charleston is Aquia Creek sandstone from Virginia. Historic

A significantly larger amount of sandstone appears outside the scope of this research both in time and
place based on casual observation.

147
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newspaper advertisements and its use in the old South Carolina Statehouse, place the
earliest dates to the 1780s, by at least 1788. Closer in proximity than the brownstone
quarries of Portland, Connecticut, it was more accessible in the post-revolutionary
development of Charleston. Portland sandstone or brownstone, is one of the most
commonly known and used sandstone quarries. Brownstone makes up 96% of the
sandstone surveyed. It is the first domestic sandstone used, appearing in the 1780s. Most
prominently used for adapting the burnt remains of the South Carolina Statehouse into
the Charleston County Courthouse, Aquia Creek has similar uses to Portland limestone.
The courthouse used it for the cornice, and grand houses such as the Gaillard Bennett
House at 60 Montagu Street (outside the geological scope, but built within the time
period) used it for the creation of grand front steps.
The early age of Aquia Creek provides similar information about the international
relationship of building culture in early Charleston, as the Portland stone does for the
discussion of Limestones. Brownstone, with its later nineteenth century date, however,
shows a shift in American building preferences based on the sourcing of their materials.
Improvements to land based transportation improved availability and access to different
types of stone, allowing for a wider range of options. While Portland stone is of English
origin and introduced in the 1740s, the feud of the American Revolution interrupted trade
lines with England in the 1770s. This change is seen in the building record of Charleston
as the origin of stone used in the late eighteenth century shifts the focus to domestic
sources. Charlestonians using American-quarried sandstones in the 1780s and beyond
indicates the development of domestic trade practices, and also perhaps a sense of
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patriotism. While the capitol, whose civic buildings use American stone, is not
established in Washington D.C. until 1790, perhaps the use of Aquia Creek stone in
Charleston can be tied to similar symbolic and practical influences in building
material. 148
The most common stone encountered in this survey was brownstone. Present in
only 5% of all buildings in the survey area, it does account for 78% of all stone that was
recorded, not just sandstone. It was popular over a long period of time, beginning
between 1804 and 1812 extending well beyond the study period, and across a large area
as seen in Figure 4.1, making it difficult to identify its origin. Based on research and
physical analysis, it is most likely that brownstone does not come into Charleston until
the late Federal period in the first few decades of the nineteenth century. Observation of
periods of construction combined with mentions from Poston’s Buildings of Charleston,
most brownstone recorded in the survey is likely 1840s and later. Robert Mill’s written
account from 1804 detailing for the use of Aquia Creek, an inferior stone, supports this
date.
The wide reach of brownstone across the survey area is paired with a wide range
of applications of brownstone within the buildings surveyed. Most instances of
brownstone are in places of high wear such as steps, where one would expect to find
replacement material, suggesting that much of the brownstone seen on these buildings
relates to alterations in buildings as opposed to being an original construction material.

148

Building Stone of Our Nation’s Capital details each stone and its application.
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Details such as columns, sills, and carriage steps are the primary use discovered, with
later buildings constructed using it as a veneer. These are often in places where
deterioration may happen more rapidly through environmental causes or regular use.
Knowing that brownstone is likely a replacement material for many instances, it would be
interesting for those completing restorations to find what alternative materials were
replaced by these stones, such as wood or Portland stone, in case a restoration as opposed
to preservation treatment is desired for the building.

A New Preservation Tool
This thesis will serve as a new preservation tool for conservators and historians
alike. Stone in Charleston may be rare in its early buildings, but is nevertheless able to
tell an important story about the early building culture of Charleston, and the links the
city had to domestic and foreign building material trade. The timeline of stone helps to
frame events for historians, and the physical analysis and sourcing will help conservators.
See chapter 4 and Appendix A for this graphic representation, with each event color
coded to the type of stone affiliated.
Identifying stone can be difficult at times, especially if one is not a geologist.
Conservators can look to this research and the growing catalogue of stone to help identify
the stone they are working with and use it as a guide. Ideally, best conservation
treatments would be developed for each type of stone based on their properties which the
physical analysis in tables 4.1 through 4.4 and Appendix C lay out. The chart can either
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help conservators identify what stone they are working with if they know or can test the
material properties of the stone they are investigating and compare it to the known
samples, or if they have a known origin then they can use the physical properties of the
stone recorded to help calibrate their findings of physical properties, and suggest
compatibility of possible treatments being considered. In-kind replacements can be
proposed by matching properties as well as appearances. One of the issues encountered in
the conservation of stone is how the repair will age in respect to the stone. Even a
Dutchman repair with a similar stone is likely to age differently, and this database can
help to predict deterioration patterns as laid out by the International Council on
Monuments and Sites. One of the leading preservation organizations, they have a
publication extensively detailing the deterioration of stone. 149
For historians, patterns can be developed as well, using this study of stone as a
basis for a greater context of Charleston. Economic patterns can be developed from the
uses and location of stone, including the periods in which they are used. Periods of
construction for architectural historians can be more greatly discerned, using stone as a
chronological device much like dendrochronology, using the approximate date of the
material to help determine building dates.
Arguably the most significant aspect of this research is that it is the first of its
kind. There has been no previous compilation of the history of stone and its use in
Charleston. This is likely because there is little recorded information in general, but the

ICOMOS International Scientific Committee for Stone, Illustrated Glossary on Stone Deterioration
Patterns

149
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information provided, and the information that can be further contributed opens the door
to more information.

Continuing Research
While not comprehensive of all stones in Charleston for all of its history, the
information gathered and compiled serves as the foundation for continued research.
Expanding on the research conducted thus far is the next logical progression,
supplementing this data with more instances for further accuracy and to improve the
approximation of dates, and develop the greater context of stone as a material.
The usefulness of the survey came from the number of data points in conjunction
with the dates uncovered. Increasing the scope of the survey in both time and
geographical area would maximize the number of buildings surveyed and provide a more
accurate date or period of use for each stone. The neighborhoods of Harleston Village,
Mazyck-Wraggborough, Ansonborough, and the boroughs (Canonborough,
Elliottborough, and Radcliffeborough) would be the geographical expansion of the scope.
These nineteenth century neighborhoods were the next to be developed in Charleston and
were likely to be built with these stones originally instead of included in later additions as
this survey suggests. In addition to expanding the area of the scope, adding the additional
query of architectural style could either support or contradict the hypothesis that style is a
variable that affects the use of stone, especially in the nineteenth century. Further study
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on the influence of architectural style on building materials would need to be completed,
including the introduction of other stone replacement materials such as Coade stone.
Given the period from which the stone is believed to have originated, it is likely
the first brownstone building is just outside the scope of this thesis. Expanding the scope
in terms of time period could lead to discovery of its first instance in Charleston. The
increase in scope would allow for a greater period over which larger trends and patterns
in the use of stone could be established with greater certainty. Additionally, in-depth
building histories could provide substantial support to each of the buildings within the
survey area to also help to determine periods of construction and if no definitive dates for
buildings can be found, more precise time periods can be distilled. The house histories
saved in the Margaretta Childs Archives at Historic Charleston Foundation could provide
the foundation for this research, serving as historical case studies.
The inclusion of other stones would also be added in, each with a unique history,
use, origin, and properties. Speculating, Italian and domestic marbles could be from the
1790s, domestic granite could be from the 1810s, Welsh slate from the 1740s, flagstone
from the 1830s, and even cobblestones that make up early streets could be from the first
few trade ships to dock in Charleston harbor. The comprehensive history of stone would
be remiss to not include these, each contributing another piece to the story of
Charleston’s built environment, and in reciprocity, the people who made it happen.
Further physical testing is also needed to build the library of stone samples. More
samples allow for more comparisons so that similarities can be determined, but also so
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that the variation in the stones can be observed. Working in partnership with local
preservationists, geologist, masons, and lab facilities should be made to greatly aide this
endeavor. Proper thin sections could be prepared through this partnership, allowing an indepth analysis of particle characterization that could be used as a point of comparison.
Porosity testing using RILEM tubes would produce helpful information for conservators
and can help to further categorize the stones. As previously mentioned, stone is a natural
material with variations due to different environmental factors. X-ray fluorescence and
mineralogy could be conducted on each of the samples if chemical composition of these
stones was to be desired as well. This was the one property described by George Merrill
that was not tested. This added information could be used to supplement the other
physical testing in hopes that general recommendations for conservation of each type of
stone can be proposed and laid out, much like the deterioration patterns are, solutions to
the problems.
A comparative study of building materials in Charleston would be interesting,
comparing stone to wood and brick, the materials that seem to appear most frequently.
Brick plantations such as Parnassus and Boone Hall (owned by the Horlbeck brothers that
built the Old Exchange and numerous other buildings) were abundant, providing
Charleston with its own local stone alternative. This also provides insight into why stone
is used in applications such as thresholds, lintels, sills, and steps. Bricks could work in
these applications as well, and often are, but the use of a single piece of stone for these
creates a different structural condition and provides a unique aesthetic, going back to its
use as a display of wealth in residential buildings. Stone is historically desirable as it is a
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strong building material and has a unique aesthetic quality to it. Stucco, a significantly
less expensive material, was frequently used, scored and painted to imitate stone giving
the appearance that one was wealthy and important.
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Figure 6.1 Old Exchange Building art (by author)
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Appendix A
Timeline of Building Stone in Charleston
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Appendix B
Survey of Building Stone Types and Location Alphabetized by Street Name and Number
Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

36-42
Broad St

Nineteenth century
facade (sills/details)

Sandstone

51-53
Broad St

Nineteenth century
facade redesign

Sandstone

33
Broad St

Base of facade

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

33
Church St

Front step

Sandstone

35
Church St

Basement access

Sandstone

22
Church St

Front steps

Photograph of Location

Sandstone

YoungJohnson
House

106

Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

39
Church St

Bollard on sidewalk,
steps, and walkway,
column bases

Sandstone

69
Church St

Front steps

Limestone

37
Church St

Front walkway

Photograph of Location

Sandstone

Capers
Motte
House
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

78
Church St

Front step

Sandstone

94
Church St

Basement openings
and sills/front step

Sandstone

77
Church St

Front step and sills

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

47
East Bay
St

Front step and
basement entry

Sandstone

53
East Bay
St

Front entry and around
basement opening

Sandstone

43
East Bay
St

Front step

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

57
East Bay
St

Front entry and
basement opening

Sandstone

76-80
East Bay
St

Around basement
openings

Sandstone

55
East Bay
St

Front entry and
basement opening

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

2
Ladson St

Front stairs

Sandstone

14
Legare St

Sills, front steps,
perimeter wall

Sandstone

27
King St

Steps and porch

Photograph of Location

Limestone

Miles
Brewton
House
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

17
Legare St

Cellar access, front
step, sills

Sandstone

7
Meeting St

Front stair and porch

Sandstone

16
Legare St

Front steps

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

35
Meeting St

Front stairs

Sandstone

36
Meeting St

Front steps

Sandstone

15
Meeting

Front Steps

Photograph of Location

Limestone

John
Edwards
House

113

Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

54
Meeting St

Carriage step

Limestone

59
Meeting St

Columns on portico

Sandstone

37
Meeting St

Front walkway and
steps/supports for
fence and wall

Photograph of Location

Sandstone

BranfordHorry
House

114

Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

61
Meeting St

Front step

Unknown

72
Meeting St

Front steps and
columns

60
Meeting St

Front steps

Photograph of Location

Limestone

Likely
limestone

Sandstone
Other

South
Carolina
Society
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

7
Orange St

Front steps

Sandstone
Limestone

9
Orange St

Front steps, cellar
access

Sandstone

76
Meeting St

Front steps

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

46
Queen St

Front step, window
brackets, crawlspace
vent

Sandstone

32
South
Battery

Front walkway, stair,
and base of street
fence

Sandstone

11
Orange St

Front Steps, cellar
access

Photograph of Location

Sandstone
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

19
Tradd St

Arched opening sills,
front step (alley
between 17)

Sandstone

43-41
Tradd St

Front steps (43 door
moved from center to
right)

Sandstone

17
Tradd St

Front step, window
sills

Photograph of Location

Sandstone

Charles
Warham
House
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Name/
Address
51-53
Tradd St

Location of
Stone on
Building

Stone
Type

Photograph of Location

Basement access
surround

Sandstone

Basement access,
front step

Sandstone

Front steps

Sandstone

Colonel
Alexander
Hext
Tenements

54
Tradd St
William
Vanderhost
House

56
Tradd St
George
Ducat
House
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Name/
Address

Location of Stone
on Building

Stone
Type

70
Tradd St

Driveway paver

Sandstone
Limestone

Paving to garage and
basement doors

Sandstone

59
Tradd St

Belt course, window
sills, front step

Photograph of Location

Sandstone

Robert
Pringle
House

72
Tradd St
Fothering
hamMcNeil
Tenement

120

Name/
Address
92
Tradd St

106
Tradd St

Location of Stone
on Building
Rusticated raised
basement

Stone
Type

Photograph of Location

Limestone
Possibly
stucco or
veneer

Front steps (possibly
1935)

Limestone

Front steps

Sandstone

Col. John
Stuart
House

10
Water St
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Appendix C
Physical Analysis of Building Stones
Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

SB-1
St Bees Sandstone
Known Sample (stone distributor)
2.1466 g/cm3
5.5
Moderate Low
Fragmental
Noticeable bedding
5/3 10R

Photomicrograph
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

BM-1
Bermuda Stone
Known Sample (source stone)
2.3845 g/cm3
1.5
High
Fragmental
No Apparent
8/3 2.5Y

Photomicrograph
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

AQC-1
Aquia Creek Sandstone
Known Sample (quarry source)
2.1659 g/cm3
2.5
Moderate High
Fragmental
Very-fine bedding with large vein
7/2 10YR

Photomicrograph
Both are from
the same sample,
one from each
vein as seen
above
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

DH-1
Portland limestone
Drayton Hall cornice
1.93 g/cm3
3.5
Moderate
Fragmental
No Apparent
8/1 10YR

Photomicrograp
h
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

OEB-1
Portland limestone
Old Exchange Building roof ornamentation (urn housed in basement)
Not tested
3.5
Moderate
Fragmental
No Apparent
8/1 10YR

Photomicrograph
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

CCC-1
Aquia Creek Sandstone
Charleston County Courthouse
2.08 g/cm3
2.5
Moderate High
Fragmental
Very fine bedding
7/1 10YR

Photomicrograph
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

FP-1
Brownstone (Connecticut)
Fireproof Building window sill
2.8146 g/cm3
3.0
Moderate
Fragmental
Noticeable bedding
5/1 10R

Photomicrograph
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

MKT-1
Brownstone (Connecticut)
Market Hall step
2.235 g/cm3
3.0
Moderate
Fragmental
Noticeable bedding
5/2 10R

Photomicrograp
h
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Sample
Stone Type
Sample Source
Density
Hardness
State of Aggregation
Structure
Rift/Grain
Color

Bulk Stone
Sample

SML-1
Brownstone (Seneca Creek)
St. Matthew’s Lutheran Church step
2.8573 g/cm3
4.0
Moderate
Fragmental
Noticeable Bedding
4/1 10R

Photomicrograp
h
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Appendix D
Halsey Map of Charleston

Figure D-1 Historic Charleston on a Map, created 1946 by Alfred Halsey
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Appendix E
USGS Geologic Time Scale

Figure E-1 Geologic Time Scale from “Divisions
of Geologic Time—Major Chronostratigraphic
and Geochronologic Units”
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